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OVERVIEW
SOFIA CITY REGION
The capital city of Bulgaria is situated in the
geographic center of Southeastern Europe thus
serving as a natural bridge to the Middle East.

FACT & SYMBOLS

public organizations. Sofia accommodates also
the cultural institutions in Bulgaria.
It has been given several names in the course of
history.
• Serdika was the name of the central dwelling
of the ancient Thracian tribe known as “Serdi”.
• The toponym Sredets was indicative of its
central location on the Balkan Peninsula. When
the city became part of the Bulgarian state at the
beginning of the ninth century it acquired this
Slavic name and it was soon recognized as one
of the most important feudal towns.
• Sofia – In nowadays the Bulgarian capital
carries the name of St. Sofia (the holy Lady of
wisdom), inspired by the name of the church St. Sofia.

Sofia Municipality
33, Moskovska Str. (map E3)
& 02 937 73 03
www.sofia.bg
Population: 1 291 591
Area: 1 310, 8 sq. km
The city motto: “Growing without aging”
GDP: around 29% of the national GDP
Sofia is the biggest and the most dynamic
center of the economic life in Bulgaria. Half of
the foreign direct investments in Bulgaria are
concentrated in the capital. One third of the
annual tax revenues in the national budget come
from Sofia.
The region occupies the central part of the
Sofia Plain (with average altitude of 550 m)
and it is encircled by the Balkan Mountains (in
the north) and the Vitosha Mountain and the
Lyulin Mountain (in the south). The area has an
abundance of curative mineral springs (Gorna
Banya, Ovcha Kupel, Bankya). The Vitosha
Mountain is an international winter sports
destination. From ancient times, Sofia was wellknown as a spa centre, thanks to her 18 healing
mineral and thermal springs. Those springs
have been drawing settlers and conquerors from
ancient time to nowadays. They are depicted on
the coat-of-arms of Sofia Municipality.

THROUGH THE CENTURIES
Founded seven thousand years ago, Sofia is the
second oldest European city. The city situated in
the center of Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia has
been the official center of the Bulgarian nation for
127 years, since shortly after the Liberation he
was declared for the capital of Bulgaria.
Sofia has been the capital of Bulgaria since April
3, 1879. It is the permanent seat of the National
Assembly (the Parliament), the Presidency,
the Council of Ministers, the central governing
bodies of various agencies, political parties and

St. Sofia Church

CULTURAL HERITAGE
The cultural heritage of Sofia combines traces
from the civilizations of the Neolith and the
Thracians, of the ancient Greeks and Romans,
of the Slavs and the proto-Bulgarians and the
Ottomans, These tribes and ethnic groups
molded the face of the city through the victories
and defeats and through the consequent cultural
influences. The socialist realism and the dynamic
changes of modernity are still defining the
development of Sofia and are also part of its
inextinguishable charm. While be walking on
the streets of Sofia today, people can still see
the remnants from older civilizations can still be
seen.
As early as the Neolithic age the territory of the
present-day million city was inhabited by primitive
societies. Archaeologists continue to discover
implements and devices from the Stone, Copper
and Bronze ages in the city and in its vicinity.
There are more than 70 Eastern Orthodox
churches and monasteries, many of which have
become emblematic for the Bulgarian capital.
The city center is an eclectic mix of communist
era neoclassical and West European architecture,
which enchants with its aristocratic atmosphere
and Eastern charm.

BG IN BRIEF
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OVERVIEW
София област

полуостров. Градът става част от
Българската държава в началото на
Столицата на България е разположена в
девети век, той получава славянско име
Югоизточна Европа и поради тази причина и скоро бива признат за един от найслужи за естествен мост между Европа и важните феодални градове.
Близкия Изток.
• София – В днешно време българската
столица носи името на Света София
(мъдрост), вдъхновено още и от името на
Население: 1 291 591
църквата Света София.
Площ: 1 310, 8 кв. км
Девиз: „Расте, но не старее“
БВП: около 29% от нациналния БВП

Факти

Културно наследство

София е най-големият и най-бързо
развиващия се център в икономическия
живот на България. Половината от
директните чуждестранни инвестиции в
България са концетрирани в столицата.
Една трета от годишните данъчни
приходи в националния бюджет идват от
София. Регионът заема централната част
от Софийско поле (със средна височина
от 550м), което е заобиколено от Стара
планина (на север) и Люлин планина (на юг).
Районът се радва на изобилие от лечебни
минерални извори (например Горна Баня,
Овча Купел, Банкя). Витоша планина е
дестинация за зимен спорт. От древни
времена София е добре известна като
спа център, благодарение на лечебните
свойства на 18-те минерални и термални
извори. Тези извори са изобразени на герба
на града.

През вековете

Основана преди 7 000 години, София е
вторият най-стар европейски град.
Градът, който се намира в центъра на
Мизия, Тракия и Македония, е официален
център на българите повече от 127
години. Малко след Освобождението на
страната, той е обявен за столица.
Официалната дата е 3-ти април 1879.
Градът е постоянното седалище на
Народното
събрание
(парламента),
Президентството, Министерски съвет,
централи на важни държавни агенции,
политически партии и обществени
организации. В София се намират много
културните институции. Градът е
бил известен с различни имена през
историята.
• Сердика е името, дадено му, от
тракийското племе “серди”.
• Средец е следващото име на града,
което показва неговото централно
местоположение
на
Балканския

Културното наследство на София
съчетава останките и следите на
цивилизации от неолита и траките, на
древните гърци и римляни, на славяните и
прабългарите, на османците. Тези племена
и етнически групи са оформили лицето
на града. Социалистическият реализъм
и динамичните промени определят
развитието на София и са също част
от нейния неописуем чар. Докато се
разхождате по улиците на града днес,
можете да видите исторически спомени
от по-стари цивилизации.
Още от
ранен неолит територията на днешния
милионен град е била обитавана от
примитивни общества. Археолозите
продължават да откриват инструменти
от Каменната, Медната и Бронзовата
епоха в града и в околностите му. Тук
има повече от 70 източноправославни
църкви и манастири. Много от тях са
емблематични за българската столица.
Центърът на града е еклектичен микс
от комунистическата епоха, примесен
с неокласическа и западноевропейска
архитектура, който очарова със своята
аристократична атмосфера и източния
си чар.

OVERVIEW

St. Alexander Nevski Temple
Church (map E3)
The Orthodox Patriarchal Cathedral impresses with
its gilded domes. The main stone was set in 1882,
but the design of the monument temple, made by the
Russian architect Alexander Pomerantsev, began to
be shaped only in 1904. Eight years later, in 1912, the
cathedral was finished and she was named by name
of Knyaz Alexander Nevski, proclaimed for a saint from
the Russian Orthodox Church. The church with NeoByzantine architecture and numerous small and large
domes is the largest operating on the Balkan Peninsula
and is a Bulgarian cultural monument of national
importance. Her crypt has been turned into a museum
of antique art where some of the most beautiful
Bulgarian icons and frescoes are exhibited.

St. Nikolai Russian Church
(map D3)
Especially for the needs of the Russian
immigrants in Sofia, between 1907 and 1914
began the construction of the Orthodox temple
named St. Nikolai the Miracleworker. The
Russian Church, as the temple is well known, is
located at the crossroads of “Tsar Osvoboditel”
Blvd. and “Rakovski” Str. In the crypt of the
church is the grave of St. Serafim Sobolev, for
who believers think that his holly remains are
miraculous. In a special box next to the saint’s
grave, people of all ages leave their prayers for
health and well-being written on sheets of paper.
The beautifully arranged garden in front of the
church and benches for relax makes the Russian
Church one of the most attractive places in the
center of Sofia.

The Saint Sofia Basilica
(map E3)
The temple is the oldest and most sacred place
in Sofia, which spread the city’s glory far, far
away in the Roman Empire. The name “St.
Sophia” comes from Greek language and means
“Wisdom of God”, one of the names of Jesus
Christ. From here comes the name of Sofia city,
and the basilica built in the IV century is closely
related to the history of the city. She was built on
the foundations of older churches from the time
of the Roman city of Serdica, and today there
is no bell. Of the southern side of the basilica
is the national memorial - the monument of
the Unknown Soldier, and the patriarch of the
Bulgarian literature Ivan Vazov is buried in the
garden on the eastern side of the church.

St. George Rotunda Place
(map C3)
At the insider courtyard between the buildings of
the Presidency and the “Balkan” Hotel is rising
up the red bricks of the Orthodox temple “St.
George”. Built in the 4th century as Rotunda and
declared as church in the 6th century, the building
is the oldest preserved by the time of Emperor
Constantine the Greatest. The impressive
Rotunda is part of a larger archaeological
complex in the ancient ruins of Serdica, called
Konstantine’s quarter, where the palace of the
Emperor was. Since 2009, the restored rotunda
is an active temple, where is performed a daily
worship in the Old Bulgarian language.
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OVERVIEW
Sofia’s Symbols

National Assembly
(map E3)

The University of Sofia
St. Kliment Ohridski
(map E4)

The building of the National Assembly
(Parliament of the Republic of Bulgaria) is located
on the square of the same name, situated on
Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd. Parliament is the state
body of the legislature power in the country. The
building of the National Assembly was built after
the Liberation in 1884 on the idea of Konstantin
Jovanovic, an architect from Vienna in NeoRenaissance style. The slogan “The Unity Makes
the Strength” is written above the entrance of the
National Assembly. Against the Parliament is the
monument of the Tzar-liberator Alexander II, and
in close proximity are the Sofia University and St.
Alexander Nevski Temple Church.

In front of the entrance to the oldest and largest
high school in Bulgaria is standing the bronze
sculpture of the brothers Hristo and Evlogi
Georgievi, with the financial support of which it
was built. Founded in 1888, in the 1904 the high
school was declared a university. He is called
of the name of St. Kliment Ohridski, founder of
the Ohrid Literary School. The building of the
Rectorate is located on Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd.,
and today the university is the largest and most
prestigious research center in the country.

Monument to the Unknown Soldier (map E3)

The Ivan Vazov National Theatre (map D3)

From the south side of the “St. Sofia” basilica one
bronze lion guarded calm the peace of all known
and unknown warriors who died in battles for the
Fatherland. In the sarcophagus under the lion are
their remains. Behind this symbol of honor and selfsacrifice, next to the stone memorial plate, is burning
the eternal fire brought by Shipka. His flame symbolizes
the unshakeable relationship of today’s generations
with the past. The monument is the place where the
most important state ceremonies are held and the
national holiday is remarked, also and military parades
are being held. According to the state and diplomatic
protocol, here is the place the foreign delegations put
on wreaths in sign of respect.

In the ideal center of Sofia, once you find the Dyakon
Ignatiy Street, the first to will attract your eyes is
the impressive building of the National Theater. His
neoclassical architecture was the work of Viennese
architects Ferdinand Fellner and Herman Helmer. The
construction of the theater began in 1904, but he was
officially opened in 1907 with a special performance.
The theater, bearing the name of the patriarch of
Bulgarian literature Ivan Vazov, always maintains a rich
repertoire of contemporary and classic titles, some of
which has been repeatedly presented to the public.
Around the fountain in front of the theater are often held
children’s fairs, concerts, charity events.

OVERVIEW

Eagle’s bridge (map F4)
“St. St. Cyril and Methodius”
National Library
(map F3)
Do you know the wonderful feeling of holding
a book from paper in your hands? Breathe the
smell of ink? In the National Library, which bears
the names of the Slavic first teachers - the holy
brothers Cyril and Methodius, which founder the
Cyrillic alphabet, there are over 7 million titles.
Those titles are from all over the world. And
they are in all language. The library, founded
on 17 June 1879, was located in two different
buildings, destroyed during the Anglo-American
bombing over Sofia in 1944. Rebuilt and opened
in 1953, today the National Library is the largest
public repository of books in Bulgaria. Behind the
Library is a Doctor’s Garden Park, in front of it the National Academy of Arts, and next to it - the
Sofia University, a metro station and bus stops,
restaurants and galleries. If you need a book, a
magazine or just interesting information – The
National Library is your place.

Above the Perlovska River the wind hug the bronze
wings of four eagles. They are the guardians of the
bridge. Orlov most (Eagle’s Bridge) is located near
the park Borisova gradina, Ariana Lake, Vasil Levski
National Stadium and Sofia University. Built in honor
of the prisoners from Diarberkir, the Bridge, designed
in 1891 by Adolf Vaclav Kolar and Vaclav Proshek, is
the first crossroad, which to take you towards the heart
of Sofia.

The Banya Bashi Mosque
(map C2)
In 1567 the Ottoman architect Sinan raised a
mosque of red bricks and stones. On the arch
above the door there is a stone on which is an
inscription with paint, impossible to be reading.
The mosque is active and today she can hold up
to 1,200 people during the Bayram muslim fest,
although its capacity is smaller. The name of this
mosque, a remnant of the Ottoman rule, means
“many baths”. She is called so, because was built
over natural mineral springs.

Vitosha Boulevard (map C4)
Do you want a peaceful walk along a beautiful street
with a view to Vitosha Mountain? “Vitoshka” is your
place. The famous boulevard starts from Sveta
Nedelya Square, it passes through the ideal center of
Sofia, crosses the Patriarch Evtimiy Blvd., continues
along the National Palace of Culture and ends with the
South Park. Numerous pubs and restaurants, souvenir
shops and ladies fashion, boutiques and cafes give it a
bohemian look. Vitoshka is a preferred meeting place,
with benches for relax and with many flowers. Tourists
and citizens of Sofia often make his pictures until the
bronze sculpture of the great Bulgarian writer and
humorist Aleko Konstantinov, standing there.

The archeological complex
of Honorius (map E3)
The archeological complex of Honorius is the most
important one of the 50 tombs found around the “Saint
Sophia Basilica”. The V-VI century complex is located
in front of the Basilica and it is protected by a glass
construction that allows a view from above. This is the
only tomb of Late Antiquity in Bulgaria, where the name
of the deceased is given, with the inscription in both
Latin and Greek.
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OVERVIEW

South Park (map B7)
If you continue your walk after the National Palace of Culture, you will find yourself in another green
paradise in the southern part of Sofia - hence the name of the park. A beautiful fountain welcomes
you to the entrance. You can see also blue trains for tours, rickshaws, children’s areas and calm lake.
South Park often hosts markets, sports games, bio exhibitions, outdoor concerts. Near the park
passes Bulgaria Blvd. Nearly the South Park is standing the districts Lozenets, Hladilnika, Ivan Vazov,
Strelbishte and Gotse Delchev. The park is an attractive place for bird lovers as it is a natural habitat
for over 65 species, some of which are protected and included in the Red Data Book of Bulgaria for
endangered species.

National Palace of Culture (NDK) (map B6, C6)
At the end of Vitoshka, after you crossed Patriarch Evtimiy Boulevard, you will see the lanes to the
brightest symbol of Sofia - a modern building with fountains in the main city center, oriented towards
Vitosha Mountain. The National Palace of Culture is the best congress center in the world - on eight
floors with four panoramic terraces and three underground levels, twelve multifunctional halls, a press
club, restaurants. NDK hosts over 300 events annually: international congresses, political forums,
business conferences, scientific symposiums, music and film festivals, concerts, etc. On 1978, the
first sod was made and began a tireless work on the project to be completed on the occasion of the
celebration of the 1300th Bulgarian state Anniversary. The palace has a height of 51 meters and its
unfolded area is 9 000 sq.m. The sign of the palace - stylized bronze sun, from which rays come - grain
classes, is the work of Bulgarian sculptor Georgi Chapkanov.

OVERVIEW

Ariana Lake (map F5)
Can there be a park without a lake? In summer - coolness and noise from boats, in spring and autumn
- a delight for the senses with swiming ducks, in the winter - ice rink. This is Ariana Lake, located
at the bottom of the Borisova gradina (Tzar Boris III Park), near the Orlov most (Eagle’s Bridge), near
the “Vasil Levski” National Stadium and “Hristo and Evlogi Georgievi” Blvd. The artificial lake is 175
meters long and 75 meters wide, and when it was finished in the beginning of the twentieth century,
it is a real holiday for the residents of the capital, because boats are started put in for the first time
in Sofia. In winter the lake becomes the largest rink in the Balkans. Near the Ariana Lake there is a
beerhouse with the same name, which at any time of the year gathers people of all ages with their
delicious food and good music.

Doktorska gradina (Doctor’s
Garden Park) (map F3)
A preferred place for relaxation by the students
of Sofia University, the Doctor’s Garden is also
a meeting place for people of all ages, for
pet walks, petanque games. A small green
paradise, located just behind the “St. St. Kiril
i Metodiy” National Library, near the Sofia
University, between the artistic street “Shipka”
and “Oborishte” Str. The name of the park comes
from the monument, located in his center - in
memory of the doctors, nurses and all medical
staff, who worked in the Russian Red Cross and
died in the Russian-Turkish liberating wars. The
Doctor’s Garden was realized in 1884 under a
project by Antoniy Tomishko, a Russian architect of Czech origin. Green tranquility and rare trees,
stone artifacts and clean alleys make the park one truly beautiful place in the center of Sofia.

Zaimov Park (map F3, G3)
Do you need a place to relax where, besides
the green tranquility, there is also free
internet? Go to Zaimov Park, which is the
first public WiFi zone in Sofia. The park
is standing in the wide center, located in
“Oborishte” district, and for long time after
the fall of the totalitarian regimen in Bulgaria
have the same name. Today, Zaimov Park
wears the name of a Bulgarian officer General Vladimir Zaimov, a participant in
the wars for national unification. There are
two theaters in the park - Drama Theater
Sofia and Sfumato. Nearby are the Sredetz
House of Culture, the Slovak Embassy and
the Regional Healthcare Center.

Borisova gradina (Tzar
Boris III Park) (map F6, G6)
In the far 1879, Sofia is just muddy streets and
gas lanterns. Local people do not accept the idea
of their pastures being turned into a park. But the
city grows, and with it the green areas, and so
from outskirts they turned in the largest park in
Sofia. In 1883, one inventive Swiss, Daniel Neff,
planted the first flowers and trees. The wetland
was turned into today’s Lilies Lake. The garden first
is named Razsadnik, but when the royal heir was
born, in his honor the park was renamed Boris III.
Fountains, balustrades, monuments of prominent
Bulgarians, horse-riding bases, TV tower, children’s
playgrounds, tennis courts and swimming pool - in
Borisova gradina there is everything.
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Earth and Man
National Museum
7

Unique mineralogical museum keeps more than 20
8
000 samples collected
all over the world.
4, Cherni Vrah Blvd.
9
& 02 865 66 39
www.earthandman.org
Open: Tue-Sat,610.00-18.00
10

3

8

1

National History
Museum
9

Museum contents more than 650 000 exhibits
and is one of the largest history museums on the
10 recent Thracian gold discoveries.
Balkans. Amazing

3

6
Boyana, 16, Vitoshko
Lale Str.
(Residence Boyana, Palace 1)
7
& 02 955 42 80
www.historymuseum.org
Open: Mon-Sun,8 09.30 -18.00

4

9

2

5

8

6

7

5

7

Permanent and temporally exhibitions at: Prehistory
Hall, Vault, Central
Hall, Middle Ages Hall. The
7
famous Vulchitrun gold treasure is among the most
8 in Bulgaria’s oldest museum.
precious exhibits
2, Saborna Str.
9
(next to the Bulgarian
Nat. Bank)
& 02 988 24 06
www.naim.bg 10
Open: Tue-Sun, 10.00-17.00

2

4

6

Archaelogical
6 Museum

National Museum
of Natural History - BAS
10

The richest museum of natural history on the
Balkans. Over a million specimens of animals,
plants and minerals.
1, Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd.
(near the Russian Church)
www.nmnhs.com
& 02 987 41 95
Open: Mon–Sun, 10.00-18.00

9
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Sofia 1700,
3, Prof. Boyan Kamenov Str.
& 02/ 902 00 00
www.muzeiko.bg
Open: Tue - Sun, 10:00 – 18:00
“Muzeiko” is a modern science center
for children – the biggest one in Eastern
Europe. It offers its visitors the opportunity
to enjoy 13 theme exhibitions trough 130
interactive educational games and different
spaces for creative activities.

OVERVIEW
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY
The National Gallery is the biggest Bulgarian art museum. In its collection there are more than 42 000 works of art from
Bulgaria, Europe, Asia, America and Africa. The departments of the National Gallery are: The Palace, Kvadrat 500, Museum
of Christian Art, Museum of Socialist Art and Sofia Arsenal – Museum for Contemporary Art .
http://www.nationalgallery.bg/
https://www.facebook.com/NacionalnaGaleriaBulgaria/
Tel. +3592 980 00 93
Opening times: Tuesday – Sunday , 10.00 – 18.00
Ticket office – 10.00 – 17.30
Closed on Mondays, Public holidays in Bulgaria, Christmas, New Year and Easter
Tickets: 10/5 BGN - Kvadrat 500
6/3 BGN - The Palace, Museum of Christian Art, Museum of Socialist Art
Admission free for Museum of Contemporary Art, as well as for children under 12 years, visitors with disabilities, students
of art schools, employees of museums and galleries, members of ICOM,ICOMOS,AIAP,AICA, art organizations and press.

The Palace

ROYAL PALACE

1, Knyaz Alexander I Square
& +3592 980 00 93
Temporary exhibitions from famous Bulgarian and foreign
museums, collections and artists.

Kvadrat 500
St. Alexander Nevsky Square
1, 19 February Str.
& +3592 980 72 62, +3592 988 49 22
Over 2000 paintings, graphics and sculptures by Bulgarian
and foreign artists are included in the representative
exposition from the gallery collection in 28 halls on
four levels. The works widely present the period of the
Bulgarian Revival from 19th century and the modern and
contemporary national art till the end of the 20th century.
It is uniquely harmonized with art from Europe, Asia, Africa
and America.

KVADRAT 500

Museum of Christian Art at the
Crypt of St. Alexander Nevsky
Cathedral
Sofia, 1, St. Alexander Nevsky Square
& +3592 981 57 75
The exposition presents the Christian art in the Bulgarian region. It
includes the period from the official Christianisation of the Roman
Empire in the 4th century untill the Bulgarian Revival (17th – 19th
centuries): icons, religious wall paintings and church plate.
Museum of Christian Art

Museum of Socialist Art
Sofia, 7 Lachezar Stanchev Str.
& +3592 902 18 62
The museum presents Bulgarian art exsamples, created
within the period 1940s – 1980s, thematically related to
the socialist realism. The museum offers an exhibition hall
and a sculpture park with typical works for this time and
style – portraits of communist leaders, compositions with
partisans, workers, farmers etc.

SOCIALIST ART MUSEUM

Sofia Arsenal - Museum
of Contemporary Art
2, Cherni Vrah Blvd
www.samcaproject.org
Temporary exhibitions of Bulgarian and
foreign contemporary art.
SOFIA ARSENAL
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NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE WITH MUSEUM
1 Atanas Burov Square
(opposite the Bulgarian Presidency building)
naim@naim.bg
www.naim.bg
Summer opening hours (May-October)
10 am-6.00 pm (open every day)
Winter opening hours (November-April)
10 am-5.00 pm (closed on Monday)
The National Museum of Archaeology is situated
in the very center of Sofia, in one of the oldest
preserved buildings in the city – Buyuk (the Big)
mosque, built in the 15th century.
The permanent exhibition is displayed in several
halls where masterpieces of art and ancient
cultures found in nowadays Bulgaria are put on
public view: starting with the oldest traces of
human activity discovered so far in Europe (1.6
million years before present) up to the end of the
Middle Ages (17th century).
Among the most impressive exhibits in the
Prehistory hall is the figurine-vessel of the
Mother-Goddess from the Neolithic site of
Mursalevo, 6000 years BC, and the Thracian
treasures and funeral gifts in the Vault hall are

breath-taking. Among them are the Valchitran
gold treasure, the bronze portrait head of the
Odrysian king Seuthes III, the gold mask of a
Thracian ruler, the Lukovit silver treasure, and a
number of other masterpieces of ancient artistic
metalworking.
The visitors will also enjoy many other
significant and characteristic aspects of the
Thracian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Bulgarian
and Ottoman cultures, that developed in
nowadays Bulgarian lands through the centuries.
These include gold and silver jewelry, a unique
stone “poster” inviting the citizens of ancient
Serdica to gladiator games, bronze portrait head
of the Roman emperor Gordian III, the only one
copy of one of the most famous monuments
related to the formation of the Bulgarian kingdom
(the Madara horseman rock-cut relief, part of
the UNESCO world heritage), artifacts from the
Medieval Bulgarian capitals Pliska and Preslav,
etc. The oldest Bulgarian icon – the 9th century
ceramic icon of St. Theodor, is also displayed
here.
The Museum is united with the National
Archaeological Institute, which is the biggest
scientific archaeological institution in the Balkans
and coordinator of the archaeological field
surveys in Bulgaria.
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ACCOMMODATION
Room Service
TV in All Rooms
Minibar in All Rooms
Airconditioned Rooms
Restaurant
Bar
Business Facilities
Swimming Pool
Fitness Facilities
Casino
Hotel Parking
Credit Cards
WiFi
Handicape
Room with good view
Please note: Number of stars according to the Bulgarian classification

hotels

International Exhibition Center and direct Metro
connection to the Sofia International Airport, the
hotel offers its guests 99 comfortable rooms,
multifunctional meeting rooms, a state-of-art
business lounge, a modern bar as well as
other dining options, among which is a lush
open-air summer garden. Enjoy complimentary
morning shuttle service to Sofia International
Airport within 7 min drive and take a short
ride to reach the city’s concert & sport venue,
several shopping malls and the main highways.

HOTEL

111, Alexandar Malinov Blvd.
h 5 map back
& 02 807 07 07
Public transport:
fax: 02 807 07 08
B-413,113,213
e-mail:info@holidayinnsofia.bg
www.hisofiahotel.com
The hotel offers 130 luxurious en-suite bedrooms
with separate bath and shower, flat screen TV
and free high speed internet. The international
Executive Chef provides a variety of dining
experiences ranging from an informal meal to
a gourmet dinner at the Brasserie Restaurant &
Terrace. 11 state-of-the-art conference suites for
up to 300 delegates at highly competitive rates.
The unique ESPRIT Fitness & Spa club facilities
include a 19m indoor swimming pool, indoor and
outdoor Jacuzzis & gym with the latest Technogym
equipment. In close proximity to Sofia Airport and
the city centre. 100 free secure parking spaces
available to hotel guests and event delegates.

149, Tsarigradsko Shose Blvd.
h 10 map back
&+359 2 817 81 00
Public transport:
www.hotelexposofia.com
Bus 1, 5, 6, Metro
reservations@hotelexposofia.com
Enjoy your stay in Sofia at the 4-star Best
Western Plus Hotel Expo! Located in the heart
of the Business District of Bulgaria’s capital city
and within a walking distance to Sofia’s leading

6, Stara Planina Str.
phone +359 2 915 15 00
6, Stara
Planina885
Str. 650 665 h 11 map E2
cell +359
& 02 915 15 00
Public transport:
www.sofiacityhotel.com
fax: 02 986 20 00
Tm-20,22,
reservations@sofiacityhotel.com
office@sofiacityhotel.com
Metro

Enjoy your stay!

www.sofiacityhotel.com
First-class hotel right in the city centre, close to
the Sofia Opera House. 61 air-conditioned rooms
and suites, Internet access, lobby bar, restaurant,
2 conference rooms, currency exchange
office, sauna, massage center, hair-dresser,
laundry, dry-cleaning and summer garden.

Best Western Premier Sofia Airport
11, Bryuksel Blvd.
+359/ 2 905 13 13
www.hotelpremiersofia.com

h 13 (map back)
Public Transport:
B-84, Metro

Part of the largest hotel chain in the world - Best
Western - with more than 4000 hotels worldwide.

ACCOMMODATION
Boasting a convenient location at the new business
district of Sofia, just 0,5 km from Sofia International
Airport, the impressive brand new 4-star BEST
WESTERN PREMIER Sofia Airport hotel offers
convenient access from two main highways and
several dynamic Business centers, including Sofia
Airport Center and European Trade Center Europe.
The modern BEST WESTERN PREMIER hotel provides
155 spacious Premier King & Twin, Deluxe Queen and
Business Suite rooms. The hotel offers easy access
of shopping areas, dining and leisure options via
Metro, public transport or taxi. Organize an event for
up to 400 people at BEST WESTERN PREMIER hotel
with the latest A/V technology and a 450 sq. meter
flexible function space, including Heathrow grand
ballroom. Whether it’s for a meeting, training seminar
or wedding, our dedicated team will ensure your event
is a success.

Crystal Palace Hotel
14, Shipka Str.
h 12 map F3
& + 359 2 9489 489
Public transport:
Fax: + 359 2 9489490
Metro, B - 306, 280
cell: +359 886 399 504
Tb - 2, 5
e-mail: reservations@crystalpalace-sofia.com
www.crystalpalace-sofia.com
Single Rooms - 53, Junior Suites - 3, Suites - 10
Room rates: EURO 110 - 250
Crystal Palace is one of the best 4-star hotels in
Sofia because of its great architecture and city
center location. In close proximity to all important
venues in Sofia, the Crystal Palace Boutique Hotel.

64, Tsarigradsko shose Blvd. h 19 map back
& +359 2 42 47 900
Public transport:
fax: +359 2 875 70 00
Metro, B76, 84, 213
E: reservations@metropolitanhotelsofia.com
www.metropolitanhotelsofia.com
Metropolitan Hotel Sofia, renovated in 2020,
is an independent 4-star business hotel, part
of the highest-level accommodation market in
Sofia, Bulgaria. In Metropolitan you will find

comfort, flawless friendly service, and special
compliments – top-of-the-line Wi-Fi connection,
soft mini-bar, more than 100 parking lots and
convenient airport transportation. 10 fullyequipped conference halls for up to 500 people,
suitable for various events – from a brief
business meeting to an international conference,
are at your disposal alongside the team of
professional meeting planners.
Shopping center The Mall is just across the
street and the International Expo Centre, Arena
Armeec Sports Hall, as well as the Business
Park Sofia, Capital Fort, and European Trade
center, can be easily reached.

131, Maria Louisa Blvd.,
h 22 map C0
1202 Sofia, Bulgaria
Metro /Lavov Most/
cell: + 359 2 933 88 88 Tm-1,3,4,6,7,12,18
fax: + 359 2 933 87 77
Bus-213, 305, 413
E-mail: reservations.sofia@bgprincess.com
www.ramadasofia.com
Double rooms – 440, Single – 150, Suits – 10
Total rooms: 600

Where you travel for business or leisure, where
you plan an event or just want to escape the daily
routine for a reinvigorating city break, Ramada
Sofia City Centre Hotel is the ideal place for you!
Conveniently located within walking distance to
the heart of the city, just opposite the Central
Railway and Bus Stations, Ramada Sofia City
Centre Hotel successfully incorporates the
longstanding traditions and the contemporary
concepts with attention to the smallest detail.
With a capacity of 600 rooms the hotel welcomes
both small groups and large-scale events offering
a solution for every preference and budget. At
the same time, the individual approach ensures
quality of service that will be praised even by the
most refined traveler.

8, Tri ushi Str. h 33, map B3, Public transport:
Tm-1, 6, 12, 18; Metro
& +359 2 494 2299
reservation@sofiaplacehotel.com
www.sofiaplacehotel.com
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ACCOMMODATION

Meg-Lozenetz

Boyana District, 5, Sborishte Square
&/fax: 02 959 05 29
h 35 map back
www.villa-boyana.com
Public
transport:
e-mail: villa.boyana@mail.bg
B-107, 64
Located in the middle of Boyana village, a few
minutes from “National History Museum”,
a few meters away from the world famous
“Boyana Church” and only ten minutes by
car from the downtown of Sofia. Comfortable
well-appointed bedrooms. Special welcomes
by request.

84, Krum Popov Str.
h 29 map C7
& 02 965 19 70
Public transport:
& 02 963 35 23
Tb-7,B-94
Cell: 0889 464 300
Metro /Europian Union/
Restaurant Azaar Spanish Cuisine - 0888 020 020
e-mail: reservation@meg-lozenetz.com
www.meg-lozenetz.com
It is in the close proximity to the National Palace of
Culture and to the shopping area of the “Vitosha”
boulevard, just 15 minutes by car from Sofia
Airport. The hotel is near Metro Station “Europian
Union”. The hotel has 17 luxury furnished double
and triple rooms. Rooms offer internet connection,
AC, mini bar, IDD phone, TV, own heating, room
service. Restaurant, spanish cuisine with cosy
garden, newly opened lobby bar with special
menu, parking.

The Moon Boutique Hotel
132, Mimi Balkanska Str.
h 46 map back
& +35929444488
Public Transport:
fax:+35929444488
Bus 84
e-mail: H9671-FO@accor.com
www.ibis.com
The brand new Ibis Hotel is ideally located just
500 m from Sofia Airport Center and 2 to 5
minutes driving to Megapark, European Trade
Center, Interexpo Center and Arena Armeets hall.
It is easily accessible by public transport - 1
minute walking distance to a bus and 1,6 km
to metro station. With 84 standard Ibis rooms, a
summer garden restaurant and 4 meeting rooms,
free WiFi, business corner and office by day
services, Ibis Hotel is perfect for business trips
and a smart choice for weekend breaks.

10 “Patriarh Evtimiy” Blvd.
h 32 map D5
Public Transport:
42.688638, 23.327204
Metro, Tb5, 8,
&+359 88 6502222
Tm10,18,12
&+359 2 488 5550
moonhotelsofia@gmail.com
https://themoonhotel.eu/
Boutique hotel “The Moon” is located right in
the center of Sofia, immediately adjacent to the
“St. Patriarh Evtimiy” subway station, meters
away from the iconic statue of the same name,
and only a few minutes away from the National
Palace of Culture and the pedestrian area on
boulevard “Vitosha”. The hotel represents an
entirely renovated house originally built in 1916,
which combines the past and the present in
one of the coziest and most calm places in the
city center. It is suitable both for business and
romantic trips.

ACCOMMODATION

Apartment Rentals

Park Hotel Moskva
25, Nezabravka Str.
h 46 map H8
& +3592 971 10 24 Public transport:
e-mail:marketing@parkhotelmoskva.net Metro
Park hotel Moskva is situated in the most
beautiful and green part of Sofia - the Borisova
garden. An ideal location and easy access to all
modes of transport. The hotel offers 120 rooms
and 40 new suites with panoramic views, 2
restaurants, a summer and a winter garden,
7 conference halls up to 600 seats, parking
and alot more.

108, Aldomirovska Str.
h 38 map back
/Todor Alexandrov Blvd./
Public transport:
& 02 920 16 54
Metro, Tm 3, 8,10, Bus 60
Cell: +359 877 556 880
e-mail: enquiries@sofia.easyhotel.com
www.easyhotel-sofia.bg www.easyhotel.com
easyHotel Sofia is part of the British hotel chain
easyHotel.com, which is unique for offering
modern facilities and impeccable service at
unusually low rates. Situated on the corner
of Aldomirovska street and the main Todor
Alexandrov Boulevard, the hotel is on just 5
minutes walk from the beating heart of central
Sofia. All the 56 rooms are minimized in size
however each is equipped with private bathroom,
double bed, TV and WiFi access, air-conditioning.
A private parking is available on site at a small
additional charge. The hotel has also a lovely
sunny garden for summer chill out.
Check best rates and book at:
www.easyhotel.com

bl. 531, Anna Ahmatova Str.,
h 41 map back
Mladost 1A Distr.
Public transport:
Metro
fax /& +359 2 974 41 60
cell: +359 887 70 55 30
BUS: 213,88,76,305
e-mail: blok531@abv.bg
www.block531.com
Are you looking for a good accommodation during
your stay in Sofia? The information for our lodging
conditions shall be useful for you: BLOCK 531 –
hotel accommodation double rooms and apartments,
with guaranteed comfort and coziness and our
new BLOCK 533 - appropriate for a long stay with
independent studios and apartments, bouth situated
in South-East part of Sofia, Mladost 1A, 5.5 km from
the Sofia airport.

5 VINTAGE GH

49, William Gladstone str.
& +359 888961606;
+359 888962606
+359 885866952
booknow@5vintage.bg
www.5vintage.bg
A small, boutique and charming place for retro
accommodation, made with a lot of desire and
love It is located in the very heart of Sofia in
one of the XX century neoclassical buildings
in a central, but peaceful area, just few steps
away from the main pedestrian shopping
street - Vitosha and on a walking distance
from all the important city landmarks. You
could choose one of our eight bright rooms:
each one with a personal character and unique
designer style, making you feel special. Being
in Sofia, no matter the reason; business or
holiday, you can start to explore the city.
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RESTAURANT
Please note: the price guide is an approximate dinner cost
s - up to 25 lv per person; ss - up to 40 lv per person
sss - over 40 lv per person

Bar & Dining

COOP CLUB

Club of Architect

ss
11, Krakra Str. (map F4)
Open: 12.00-24.00
cell: +359 888 880 979
Offers great variety of European cuisine: interest
salad, dishes, desserts & rich list of wine.
Summer & winter garden: 110 seats
Credit cards: accepted

The New Fox&Hound

ss

34, Angel Kanchev Str., (map C5)
Cell: +359 876 331 419
& +359 980 74 27
Open: 10.00 - 24.00
Stepping through the doors of the Fox & Hound
is like traveling back in time to foggy old Albion.
This lively and friendly British pub serves excellent food and an impressive selection of drinks.

Bulgarian

NDK - Prono	
ss
1, Bulgaria Blvd. (map B6)
Open every day: 12.00 - 00.00
& +359 2 9 630 308
cell: +359 885 630 308
e-mail: chevermeto@chevermeto-bg.com
www.chevermeto-bg.com
Restaurant Chevermeto combines authentic
atmosphere, dishes prepared according to old
receipts and a folklore show.
Every evening a whole lamb is roasted on fire as
“cheverme”, where the name of the restaurant
comes from. If you want to try all these take
your friends and bring them to Chevermeto, the
way it is done by ministers, presidents, royalties
and celebrities.

99, G.S.Rakovski. Str.
& +359 (0)2 452 1461,
& +359 (0) 898 656 890
email: restaurant@coophotel.bg
ss
Restaurant COOP CLUB has two air-conditioned
halls furnished in traditional bulgarian style.
The atmosphere creates retro bulgarian library.
Barbecue can be served. The traditional bulgarian
cozy atmosphere of the Restaurant makes it an
ideal place for meeting friends, weddings, prom
balls, cocktails, catering, family and company
celebrations.

Dragalevtsi distr. - next to the lift (map back)
&+359 29671058; + 359 888818518 ss
Open: 12:00-24:00
www.vodenitzata.com
A different place where you will be enriched with
tastes and experiences. Among the wild beauty of
the mountain nature, without leaving the outlines
of the big city. The restaurant will take you to the
authentic atmosphere of days long gone with
delicious food prepared according to old Bulgarian
recipes. Also special folklore program and amazing
fire dances are performed.

For reservations + 359 899 917 837
ss
75, Kozloduy street (near Ramada hotel and
Lions’s bridge)
(map C1)
Open: Everyday - 11:30 - 01:00
www.kashtite.com
At the center of Sofia in a complex of four
restored 19th century houses with a summer
garden. The menu includes an astounding range
of local specialties, wines and drinks.

RESTAURANT
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RESTAURANT
International

40,Pozitano Str. (map B3)
& +359 894 31 21 31
Open: Everyday 11:00-24:00

s

(NEW) Hipodruma, 41,Tzar Boris III Blvd. (map BACK)
& +359 884 21 04 10
maminkolio.com
Tavern in the city center, where you can enjoy
traditional Bulgarian dishes to indulge in bit
atmosphere of the background of our folk music.
Here you will found comfort, excellent menu, first
class service and live music.

Ice Cream Shop

241, Samokovsko Shose Str. (map back) ss
&+359 2 9921111; + 359 88 9008888
Open: 12:00-24:00
www.restaurantlebed.com
On the very shores of Pancharevo Lake and only
a few kilometers from the city center, Lebed
restaurant takes you to a completely different
world. The atmosphere creates conditions not
only for a romance, but also for an effective
business meetings. The menu is influenced from
French and Italian culinary tastes in accordance
with local traditions.

Indian / Nepal

ANNAPURNA Restaurant
17, T.Alexandrov Blvd.
+359 88 610 7707
www.gelatofabbrica.com

ss

Gelato Fabbrica is a sweet spot, located
in the heart of Sofia, for artisan gelato and
confectionery that we prepare with a lot of
passion! We carefully select all the ingredients:
the best of Bulgaria - fresh farm milk, fresh fruits
and nuts, as well as the best of what we don’t
produce locally - aromatic Madagascar vanilla
and Belgian chocolate. We do not use any
ready-made industrial flavoring pastes, aromas
or colorants. We invite you to Gelato Fabbrica to
try our gelato and are looking for your feedback
to create new and tempting flavors.

ss

181B, Georgi S. Rakovski Str., (map C5)
& 02 443 9100
annapurnabg.com
Open: Tue-Sun 11:00-22:00; Mon - Closed
At the skirts of “Sofia Himalayas”, in the very heart
of the town, however away from the everyday
hustle, you will find a symbolic peak, taking you
to the heights of the traditional Nepali and Indian
cuisine – welcome to Annapurna restaurant.

Gurkha Restaurant

ss

Lozenets Distr.
56, Tsvetna Gradina Str. (map B8)
& 02 865 02 16
cell 0884 939 100
Open: Everyday 11:00-24:00
www.gurkhabg.com
DELIVERY WHOLE SOFIA - till 22:00h

The famous Nepali warriors Gurkhas take part in
peace keeping missions the world all over. What
makes their body and spirit fit and strong is the
aromatic and healthy Nepali food. Our mission is to
take you over into the world of the unrivaled Nepali
and Indian food.

RESTAURANT

NDK - Prono, 1, Bulgaria Blvd., &+359 2 9 630 308; +359 885 630 308
Every day from 12.00 to 00.00, www.chevermeto-bg.com
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FUN & SHOPS

Zhenski Pazar Market
90B, Tsar Samuil Str.
Phone:+ 359 2 983 21 84
office@zhenski-pazar.com
Every day - 7:00-19:00
www.zhenski-pazar.com
fb/zhenskipazarofficial
fb/ArtGallerySerdica
Zhenski Pazar Market is attractive touristic destination - the largest and the oldest market in the
central part in Sofia. The Pazar offers fresh vegetables, fruits and food, unique Bulgarian souvenirs,
spices from Bulgaria and The Middle East. Many fast food restaurants, cozy cafes and the new
culture area in the city – Art Gallery Serdica are also there to visit.
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CULTURE
Culture Centers - Programme
Polish Institute in Sofia
12, Veslets Str.
& +359 2 981 09 07
Fax +359 2 981 57 44
sofia@instytutpolski.pl
Twitter: @PLISofia
Web: www.instytutpolski.pl/sofia/
FB: facebook.com/polski.institut.sofia
Instagram: polskiinstitutsofia
THE UKRAINIAN WORLD OF MARIA
PRYMACHENKO exhibition
second half of May 2022
Photographs of the works of the famous
Ukrainian folk artist Maria Prymachenko will
be exhibited in May in the gallery of the Polish
Institute in Sofia. The artist’s name appeared
in the media in the first days of the aggression
against Ukraine, when on 27 February, as
a result of a Russian attack, the Historical
and Ethnographic Museum in Ivankov, which
has 25 of her works in its collection, was
burnt down.
The exhibition presents photographs of eleven
paintings by Maria Prymachenko (19081997), a Ukrainian folk artist, representative
of naïve art, who also painted, embroidered
and painted on ceramics.

Изложба УКРАИНСКИЯТ СВЯТ
НА МАРИЯ ПРИМАЧЕНКО
втората половина на май 2022
Снимки на творбите на известната украинска
народна художничка Мария Примаченко ще
бъдат изложени през май в галерията на
Полския институт в София. Името на
художничката се появява в медиите още в
първите дни на агресията срещу Украйна,
когато на 27 февруари в резултат на
руска атака е опожарен ИсторическиятДа
и етнографски музей в Иванков, в чиято
колекция има 25 нейни творби.
Изложбата представя фотографии на
единадесет картини на Мария Примаченко
(1908-1997), украинска народна художничка,
представителка на наивистичното
изкуство, която също така рисува, бродира
и рисува върху керамика.

CULTURE
GALLERIES
SOFIA CITY ART GALLERY
1, Gen. Gurko Str. (entrance - Kniaz Al. Batenberg Str.)
& +359 2 9872181; 981 26 06; fax: 981 19 44
www.sghg.bg
Gallery hours: Monday: closed
Tue-Sat: 10:00 -17:00, Sun: 11:00 - 18:00
The Sofia City Art Gallery is a museum with
longstanding traditions. Its role is to present the
facts of Bulgarian cultural history in an analytical
and modern way and to actively intervene in art
developments by original and impressive projects. The
Gallery possesses some of the richest collections of
Bulgarian art: 3500 paintings, 800 statues, 2800 graphics and drawings. The Contemporary Art
and Photography department was founded in 2004. Most of the exhibitions display works from the
Gallery’s collections. In addition visiting one-man, group and general exhibitions of Bulgarian and
foreign artists are arranged. The SAG calendar accommodates events and individual careers from
late 19th-early 20th century down to the present day. Studies on present-day art and work with
young artists became a special focus of the Gallery’s policy in recent years.

Deni Art Gallery
24 Stefan Karadja Str. (next to Satirical Theater)
&+359 885119311
Monday-Sunday 11.00-20.00
www.denigallery.com
Deni Art Gallery is located in the heart of artistic
Sofia and is a place for contemporary Bulgarian
art. We present selected works by established
and young authors -painting, graphics, sculpture,
author’s ceramics and jewelry.

THEATERS
National Music & Ballet Center - Sofia
100, Vasil Levski Blvd.
& 02 943 19 79
www.musictheatre.bg
www.arabesque.bg

4th, 19:00 - MIRROR OF the time Arabesque
14th, 11:00 - Yan Bibiyan
14th, 19:00 - Countess Maritza
15th, 11:00 - Puss in Boots
15th, 17:00 - Countess Maritza
19th, 19:00 - THE GALATEa EFFECT arabesque
20th, 19:00 - ONE EVENING WITH
THE BROADWAY HITS
21st, 11:00 - White rabbit

21st, 19:00 - The Gipsy Princess
22nd, 11:00 - to kiss a princess
22nd, 17:00 - Old time bulgarians
27th, 19:00 - VARIETY: Give a dream
28th, 11:00 - THE GOLDEN ROOSTER
28th, 19:00 - The Bat
29th, 11:00 - Puss in Boots
29th, 17:00 - one night in Venice
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CULTURE
THEATERS
Theatre Bulgarian Army

28th - arsenic and old lace
29th, 14:00 - Nencho’s tricks
30th,11:00, 15:00 - Nencho’s tricks
31st - Between Worlds

Scene MIRACLE – 19:30
17th, 31st - COLDER THAN HERE
18th - taste of honey
www.tba.art.bg
facebook.com/armytheatre 19th, 30th - The Baldahin
20th, 28th - The idiot’s dream
5th - Cyrano de Bergerac
21st - one night with you
7th - The Importance of Being Earnest8th
25th - The pull
8th - Much Ado About Nothing
27th - love,love,love
9th - sex, drugs and rock’n’roll
Club Scene – 19:30
10th - albena
5th, 20th - Bulgarian lesson
11th - Guest Theater Plovdiv
10th - enigma
12th - the iron cresset
13th, 14th - Bulgarian lesson
13th - step by step
98, Rakovski Str.
& 02 987 23 03

14th - Black comedy
15th - THE LEGACY OF A CHASTE WOMANIZER
16th - Guest Theater Haskovo
17th - Marquis de Sade
25th - coffee claims
26th - Concert
27th - scissors killer

Between Worlds

National academy for theatre and film arts Krastyo Sarafov
108 A, G. S. Rakovski Str.
& 02 9231 303
www.natfiz.bg

MAIN HALL
4th - Of the recognition of
Śakuntalā Premiere
10th, 26th - THE GOOD OF OUR COUNTRY
11th, 19th - LAZARUS AND JESUS premiere
12th, 25th - PETER GINT
14th - THE RIVER AT sunset
17th, 28th - Emilia Galotti
18th - commotion
20th, 27th - The Infernal Machine
31st - SIEGE SITUATION
SCENE 47 – 19:30
3rd, 18th - Ecstasy
7th - Don juan
11th, 21st - twelfth Night,
or What You Will)
12th, 19th - The Cherry Orchard
13th, 25th - Breathtaking distance
14th, 27th - demons
17th, 28th - Ivanov-Barabanov
31st - we are the dolls

PUK

SCENE A203 – 19:00
5th, 9th, CLASS EVENING by
Prof. Penko Gospodinov
SCENE A405 – 19:00
18th - CLASS EVENING by
Prof. Plamen markov
NATFA PUPPET THEATRE-11:00;15:00
8th, 11:00, 15:00 - PUK
15th, 15:00 - PUK
7th, 14th, 11:00 - The Snow Queen
28th, 11:00 - PUK

Don juan

CULTURE
THEATRE VAZRAJDANE
4, P.R. Slaveykov Sq.
& 02/987 24 31

www.theatrevazrajdane.bg
1st, 6th, 19:00 - Intrigue and Love
3rd, 19:00 - orange leather
7th, 11:00, 12:30 - The Three Little Pigs
7th, 19:00 - THE GUARD OF THE TAJ MAHAL
8th, 11:00, 12:30 - Max and Moritz
8th, 19:00 - A Quartet for two
13th, 19:00 - guest room
14th, 11:00, 12:30 - Yan Bibiyan
and the Devil Fut
14th, 19:00 - the house of anger
15th, 11:00, 12:00 - Red Riding Hood
15th, 27th - Miss JULIA
17th, 19:00 - MAN OF THE EARTH
20th, 19:00 - Allo, allo!
21st, 11:00, 12:30 - The Adventures
of the Little Onion
21st, 19:00 - iguana’s night
22nd, 11:00, 12:30 - Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland

22nd, 19:00 - LABYRINTH
25th, 19:00 - limping angels
28th, 11:00, 12:30 - GRANDMA’S CAKE
28th, 19:00 - Pains of the Soul
29th, 11:00, 12:00 - The Light Princess
29th, 19:00 - Diary of a Madman
31st, 19:00 - cuckolds

Sofia Opera and Ballet

1, Vrabcha Str.
& 02 987 13 66
www.operasofia.bg
5th, 19:00 - UN BALLO IN MASCHERA
7th, 11:00 - CONCERT FOR BABIES
7th, 16:00 - THE THREE PIGGIES
7th, 19:00 - CHATTERERS
8th, 11:00 - FUNNY SONGS AND THE
STORY OF BABAR THE ELEPHANT
8th, 16:00 - THE DAY OF FORGIVENESS
8th, 19:00 - ZORBA THE GREEK
12th, 19:00 - YANA’S NINE BROTHERS
14th, 11:00 - CONCERT FOR BABIES
14th, 16:00 - FUNNY SONGS AND THE
STORY OF BABAR THE ELEPHANT
14th, 19:00 - ARIADNE AUF NAXOS

15th, 11:00 - WINNIE THE POOH
15th, 16:00 - ARIADNE AUF NAXOS
21st, 11:00 - FUNNY SONGS AND THE
STORY OF BABAR THE ELEPHANT
21st, 16:00 - THE LAST WISH
22nd, 16:00 - THE SAINTS
CYRIL AND METHODIUS
27th, 10:00 - DIE ZAUBERFLÖTE
27th, 19:00 - ONE THOUSAND
AND ONE NIGHTS
28th, 11:00 - DIE ZAUBERFLÖTE
28th, 16:00 - LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
28th, 19:00 - ONE THOUSAND
AND ONE NIGHTS
29th, 11:00 - FUNNY SONGS AND THE
STORY OF BABAR THE ELEPHANT
29th, 16:00 - ONE THOUSAND
AND ONE NIGHTS
30th, 19:00 - ALADDIN
31st, 19:00 ONE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS
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WELCOME TO BULGARIA
Welcome to one of the oldest European states
with 6000-years old gold treasures, a center
of ancient civilizations, a country that hosts the
sanctuary of the mystical singer Orpheus and
gave to the Slavonic people the Cyrillic alphabet.
Bulgaria is the only one country in Europe
that hasn’t changed its name since it was first
established. The Bulgarian army has never lost
a single flag in battle. The flag of Bulgaria is a
tricolor consisting of three equal-sized horizontal
bands of (from top to the bottom) white, green
and red. It was first adopted after Russo-Turkish
War (1877-1878), where Bulgaria regained independence. The current flag was re-established
with the 1991 Constitution of Bulgaria.

Coat of arms of Bulgaria

Religion:
Orthodox
Average summer temperatures:
26° to 30°C
Average winter temperatures:
-5° to 5°C
Time zone:
GMT +2
Country dialing code:
00 359
Internet country code:
.bg
Capital:
Sofia
Currency:
Bulgarian Lev (BGN)

HISTORY
The Bulgarian state was founded circa 681 as
a union of the new-united Proto-Bulgarians, of
seven Slavonic tribes who have already settled
in this territory and with the inclusion of some
smaller ethnical groups (Thracians and others).
The state was ruled by its founder Khan Asparuh,
the leader of the Proto-Bulgarians and the first
Bulgarian capital was Pliska.
The Thracians were a tribal society who inhabited
a vast area in Central and Southeastern Europe.
They were well-known in the Ancient world with
the making filigree gold and silver jewelry. The
great Homer described in his in masterpiece Iliad
a Thracian king, having “the biggest and the most
handsome horses I have ever seen,”/ whiter than
snow and swifter than the winds / and a chariot
finely wrought from silver and gold.

Important & significant events
681 – The Bulgarian state acquired political
recognition from the Byzantine Empire.

Details
Armiger - Republic of Bulgaria
Adopted - 1997
Crest - Crown of theSecond Bulgarian Empire
Escutcheon - Gules, a lion rampant crowned
Supporters - Two lions rampant crowned
Compartment - Two crossed oak branches
with fruits
Motto - Съединението прави силата
“Saedinenieto pravi silata”
“Unity makes strength”

FACTS & FIGURES
Population:
Area:
Language:

7 364 570
110 993 sq. km
Bulgarian

718 – The Bulgarian Khan Tervel has stopped the
Arabic invasion to European continent.
855 – The Cyrillic alphabet by the brothers Cyril
and Methodius. It corresponded perfectly to
the phonetic riches and needs of the SlavonicBulgarian language. As of today more than 250
million people in Europe and Asia use the Cyrillic
alphabet for their national languages.
864 – During his rule Knyaz Boris I converted the
state to Orthodox Christianity.
893-927 – During the Golden Age of Tzar Simeon
the Great, the First Bulgarian State stretched
gradually from Transylvania in the north, to the
Aegean sea in the south, from the Black sea in
the east and to the Adriatic sea in the west. At
this time Bulgaria gradually reached its cultural
and territorial apogee, and it turned into the cultural and literary center of Slavic Europe, as well
as becoming one of the largest states in Europe.
1018 – The Bulgarian army fell to Byzantines and
after that the Bulgaria State had been conquered
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by the Emperor Vassileios II.

Borders through the centuries

1185 – The Second Bulgarian State was established at Veliko Tarnovo, reinstated the borders
of the First Bulgarian Kingdom and a second Golden Age began during which Bulgaria
expanded its borders to the shores of Black,
Aegean and Adriatic seas.

Bulgaria has expanded twice its borders to the
shores of Black, Aegean and Adriatic seas.
Bulgarian Empire is a term used to describe
two periods in the medieval history of Bulgaria,
during which it acted as a key regional power in
Europe in particular, often rivaling Byzantium.
Here is the picture of Bulgarian borders in our
days.

1396-1878 – The country was under the rule of
the Ottoman Empire.
1878 – Liberation from the rule of the Ottoman
Empire. Establishment of the Third Bulgarian
State.
1878-1879 – As the result of the Treaty of Berlin,
the Bulgarian State was divided in two territories.
An autonomous Principality of Bulgaria was created, between the Danube and the Stara Planina
range, with its seat at the old Bulgarian capital of
Veliko Tarnovo, and including Sofia. An autonomous Ottoman province under the name of
Eastern Rumelia was created south of the Stara
Planina range, whereas Macedonia was returned
under the sovereignty of the Sultan.
06.09.1885 – The establishment of the
Independence of Bulgaria. On that date Eastern
Rumelia rejects the rule of Sultan and announced
that joined the Principality of Bulgaria. Two
days later, the Prince Alexander Battenberg First
signed a manifesto to approve the accession of
the field and taken to be titled as a future prince
of Northern and Southern Bulgaria.
1944 – The After Communist Party, led by
Georgi Dimitrov, took the power as a result of
almost bloodless coup d’état and proclaimed
Bulgaria for a “People’s Republic” in 1946 after
a controversial referendum.
10.11.1989 – The Communist regime ended
when Bulgaria peacefully ousted the Communist
Party leader Todor Zhivkov.
1989 – The establishment of a multi-party
system and the begging of the Bulgaria’s democratization.
12.07.1991 – The new Constitution of the
Republic of Bulgaria was adopted and it proclaimed the country as a parliamentary republic.
29.03.2004 – Bulgaria joined NATO.
01.01.2007 – The country became a member of
the European Union.

For more info, look for Varna,
Burgas and Plovdiv City Info Guides
WWW.CITYINFOGUIDES.COM

CITY
INFO
GUIDES
.com

Unesco Heritage
The UNESCO List of World Heritage now features over 300 landmarks in our country. Nine
Bulgarian wonders - seven cultural and two
natural sites – are included among them: Rila
Monastery, Nessebar, The Kazanluk Tomb, The
Sveshtari Tomb, The Madara Horseman, The
Boyana Church, The Ivanovo Rock Monasteries,
Pirin National Park, Sreburna Lake.

National Holidays
1 January – New Year’s Day
3 March – National Holiday /The liberation of
the Bulgarian land from the Ottoman Empire is
celebrated on this day/
1 May – Labour and International Worker’s
Solidarity Day
6 May – St. George’s Day (Gergyovden) and the
Bulgarian Army’s Day
24 May – Bulgarian Education, Culture and
Cyrillic Alphabet Day
6 September – Unification Day
22 September – Independence Day
1 November – Day of the Bulgarian Enlighteners
(Holiday for all educational institutions)
24 December - Christmas Eve
25, 26 December – Christmas Days
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Накратко за България

Добре дошли в България, една от найстарите държави в Европа със златно
съкровище на 6000 години, център
на древни цивилизации – страната,
в която се намират светилището
на мистичния певец Орфей и дала на
славяните кирилицата. България е
единствената трана в Европа, която
не е сменила името си, откакто е
създадена. Българската армия никога не
е загубила флагът си в битка. Знамето
на България е трикольор, състоящ
се от три равни хоризонтални ленти
от (от горе на долу) бяло, зелено и
червено. За първи път е приет след
Руско-Турската Освободителна война
( 1877 - 1878 г. ), с която България
възвръща
независимостта
си.
Настоящето знаме бе възстановено с
Конституцията на България от 1991 г.

История

Българската държава е основана около
681 като съюз между новозаселилте
се прабългари, както и седем славянски
племена, които вече са населявали тези
територии и с включването на
няколко по-малки етнически групи (траки
и други). Начело на държавата е бил
основателят й Хан Аспарух, водачът на
прабългарите, а първата българска столица
е Плиска. Траките са били племенен строй,
който е обитавал долините на Централна и
Югоизточна Европа.
Те са били известни в древните времена
като майстори на златни и сребърни
бижута. Великият Омир описва в шедьовъра
си „Илиада“ тракийският цар, който
притежава
„най-големите и най-красите коне, които
някога съм виждал,/ по-бели от сняг и побързи от вятъра/ и колесница, изработена
от фино сребро и злато.“

Важни и значими събития

681 – Българската държава получава
политическо признание от Византия

718 – Българският Хан Тервел спира
Арабското нашествие на европейския
континент
855 – Братята Кирил и Методи създават
българската азбука (кирилицата). Тя
кореспондира перфектно с фонетичните
нужди на славяно-българския език. Днес
над 250 милиона души по света в Европа и
Азия използват кирилицата, за да пишат на
своите национални езици.

Факти

Население: 7 364570
Площ: 110 993 кв. м.
Официален език: български
Официална религия: Православно
християнство
Средна температура през лятото: 26
до 30°C
Средна температура през зимата:
-5 до 5°C
Времева зона: +2 часа
Телефонен код: 00 359
Интернет домейн: bg
Столица: София
Валута: Български лев

864 – По време на управлението си княз Борис
I приема православното християнство като
официална религия.
893-927 – По време на Златния век на Цар
Симеон Велики Първата Българска държава
се е разпростирала до Трансилвания на север,
до Бяло море на юг, до Черно море на изток
и до Адриатическо море на запад. По това
време България достига своя културен и
териториален апогей, същевременно се
превръща в културен и литературен център
на Славянска Европа, както и става една от
най-мащабните държави в Европа.
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1018 – България пада под властта на 12.07.1991 – Новата Конституция на
Византската империя и управлението на Република България е приета и страната е
император Василий II.
провъзгласена за парламентарна република.
1185 – Втората Българска държава е
основана Във Велико Търново, като възвръща
границите на Първото Българско Царство, а
през втория Златен век България стига до
бреговете на Черно, Бяло и Адриатическо
море.
1396-1878 – България е под османска власт
1878 – Освобождение от османска власт.
Създаване на Третата Българска Държава.
1878-1879 – Като резултат от Договора
в Берлин, българската държава е разделена
на две части. Създадено е автономно
княжество на България, между Дунав и
Стара планина със седалище в старата
българска столица Велико Търново.
Автономна османска провинция под името
Източна Румелия е създадена на юг от
Стара Планина, a Македония е върната под
суверенитета на султана.

29.03.2004 – България се присъедини към
НАТО.
01.01.2007 – Държавата стана член на
Европейския съюз.

Граници през вековете

България е разширявала два пъти
границите си до бреговете на Черно, Бяло и
Адриатическо море. “Българската Империя”
е термин, използван за да опише тези два
периода от средновековната история на
България. В тези периоди държавата е
имала ролята на ключова за региона. На тази
снимка са показани границите на съвременна
България.

06.09.1885 – Обявяване на съединението
на България. На тази дата Източна
Румелия отхвърля управлението на
султана и обявява, че се присъединява към
Княжество България. Два дни по-късно княз
Александър I Батенберг подписва манифест, Национални празници
с който одобрява присъединяването на 1 януари – Нова Година
териториите и се обявява за княз на 3 март – Национален празник / Освождението
на българските земи от Османската
Северна и Южна България.
империя.
1944 – След като комунистическата 1 май – Ден на труда
партия, водена от Георги Димитров, взима 6 май – Гергьовден и Ден на Българската
властта в резултат на почти безкръвен армия
преврат, България е провъзгласена за 24 май – Ден на българската писменост и
“Народна република” през 1946 г. след спорен култура
6 септември – Ден на Съединението
референдум.
22 септември – Ден на Независимостта
10.11.1989 – Комунистическият режим 1 ноември - Ден на българските будители
за
всички
образователни
приключва, когато България мирно (празник
институции)
отстранявава лидера на комунистическата
24 декември – Бъдни вечер
партия – Тодор Живков.
25, 26 декември – Коледа
1989 - Създаване на многопартийната 1 Ноември - Ден на Будителите
система и начало на процеса по 24 Декември - Рождество Христово
25, 26 Декември - Рождество Христово
демократизация на страната.
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Monthly Holidays

This year, the month of May is particularly rich
in traditional feasts. In more modern times,
the first of May became the celebration of
Labor Day, however since days long gone
by, the Bulgarians have called this Saint
Jeremiah’s day or Irminden. Traditionally, its
observation includes the ritual chasing away
of snakes, similar to the custom on Blagovets
(Annunciation). Yet the most typical activity
associated with this feast is the ritual making

of podnitsi – clay dishes for baking bread.
The Bulgarians claim that these dishes made
in a special manner possess magical power
against demonic creatures such as snakes and
tempest spirits. The podnitsi are made from
clay and Fuller’s earth and only the women are
allowed to perform this sacred rite of creating
them, stomping the mud with their bare feet.
St George’s day or Gergyovden on May 6 is
one of the most honored and loved Bulgarian
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spring holidays. A folk song expresses the
sentiment: “Easter is a good day, Gergyovden
is an even better one!”. St George is one of the
most venerated saints, treated as a powerful
patron of the shepherds, the herds, the farm
fields and the vegetation. The Bulgarian
tradition as well as the current practice entail
rich and comprehensive ritual activities and
customs accompanying the celebration of
this feast. There is the obligatory kurban
or sacrificial killing of a lamb for health and
fertility. A key element of the celebration is the
ritual St George’s bread also called gergyovski
kolazh, kravay loaf, prosfor, shepherd’s loaf,
harman and so on. Traditionally, the day
will be marked with tables richly laden with
numerous festive dishes. Beautiful wreaths
of spring flowers are used to decorate people,
animals, houses and yards. Colorful swings
and playground roundabouts are the gathering
spot of unmarried maidens and young men.
The celebration will also include activities
such as fortune telling regarding falling in love
or forthcoming marriages, often performed
following a sing-along ritual involving placing
rings and small bunches of flowers in a
decorated copper bowl and then drawing them
out one by one. Sprightly horo dances will snake
their way through the main square and through
the streets and the villages will resonate with
the joyful songs sung by all. The day after
Gergyovden is called Ranopoliya or Ranipole,
where both names mean “the day of the early
field”. This is a day to express one’s respect
to the agricultural fields that supply food to the
village. This day marks the start of the summer
half of the farm year. Similar to St Dimitri’s day
in October, this is the day to enter into new
contractual relationships for the next several
months. That is, employers may dismiss
some of their help and hire new apprentices,
journeymen, ploughmen, shepherds and
servants. The folk rituals associated with the
month of May mostly entail prayer services and
traditional practices seeking from the celestial
powers rain and moisture that are so essential
for the growing harvest. In Western Bulgaria,
May 9, Summer St Nicholas’s day, witnesses
a ritual procession that walks around the entire
community to protect it from drought, hail and
flooding. In the different regions of Bulgaria,
the rain-making ritual prayer is known under
various names – Peperuda (i.e. butterfly),
Vaydudul, Rosomanka, yet it carries the same

message and is performed in the same period
between Easter and Gergyovden, sometimes
on a Great Thursday, on St Jeremiya’s day, on
the Summer St Atanas’s day, on the Summer
St Nicholas’s day or on the day of St Spas. It
is always performed during a period of drought
threatening the harvest. The name of the
custom comes from the butterfly – a young
girl that walks from house to house together
with other girls and on whom the housewives
pour cold water. With her tears, pleading, ritual
dancing and song, she gathers the strength to
move and propitiate the celestial powers who
are in charge of the rain. In northern Bulgaria,
there is an interesting rain-making custom
called German or Dzherman or Gradushkar
(i.e. hail-maker) that takes place on May 12,
St German’s day. Young unmarried women and
widows sculpt a naked male figure out of mud
with a clearly delineated large sex organ. This
phallic symbol carries the idea of the fertilizing
power of the male origin and of the copulation
the result of which will lead to fertility. The
mud sculpture is buried strictly following all
real funeral rites. In north-western Bulgaria, on
the other hand, a prolonged drought calls for
performing another, most interesting custom,
Dragon Chasing. Naked young men carrying
staffs gather at midnight and in complete
silence walk around the community. They use
the staffs to prod all concealed spaces, to turn
over all pots and jugs, and afterwards, making
as much din as possible, they rush through
fields, gardens and watermills, chasing away
the “intruder” to the back of beyond.
On May 21, the day of saints Constantine
and Helen, in the Strandzha mountains
one can witness one of the most interesting
Bulgarian customs. This is the Nestinarstvo,
or fire dancing. “Possessed” (in a trance)
men and women, under the accompaniment
of bagpipes and drums and carrying the
icon of St Constantine, dance barefoot on
smouldering embers and get in touch with the
world beyond. They talk to the dead ancestors
and prophesy diseases, calamities and wars.
A holiday different from the traditional ones
in terms of the way we celebrate it but having
the same exceptionally important meaning is
May 24 when we mark the Day of the Cyrillic
alphabet, Slavic script and Bulgarian culture
and pay tribute to the work of the brothers Cyril
and Methodius.
Text by: Aneliya Ovnarska - Milusheva
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Празници

Тази година месец май е изключително
богат откъм традиционни празници. В
по-ново време на 1 май се отбелязва
Денят на труда, но от миналото
българите наричат този ден Еремия /
Ирмия, Ирминден/. По традиция на него
отново обредно се гонят змиите,
подобно на Благовец. Най-характерена
за празника обаче е ритуалната
направа на подници – глинени съдове за
печене на хляб. Според народа ни, тези
съдове, направени по специален начин,
притежават магическа сила срещу
демонични същества – змейове и хали.
Подниците се изработват от глина и
хума, като само жените извършват
това тайнство, стъпквайки с босите си
крака калта. На 6 май се посреща един
от най-почитаните и обичани български
пролетни празници, Гергьовден. За него
народът ни пее: „Хубав ден Великден, още
по-хубав Гергьовден!“. Св.Георги е един
от най-почитаните светци, приеман
за могъщ покровител на овчарите,
стадата, нивите и растителността. В
традицията ни, пък и днес, съществуват
богати и всеобхватни обредни практики
и обичаи, съпътстващи празнуването
на този ден. Задължително се коли
курбан за здраве и плодородие. Много
важен елемент от обредността е
обредният гергьовски хляб, наричан

гергьовски колак, кравай, просфор,
овчарник, харман и др. Традиционно за
празника се подготвят богати трапези.
С красиви венци от пролетни цветя се
окичват хора, животни, къщи и дворове.
Шарени люлки и въртележки събират
моми и ергени. Правят се напявания на
китки и пръстени, гадаения за любов
и бъдещо задомяване. Вият се кръшни
хора и весели песни огласят селата.
Денят след Гергьовден се нарича
Ранополия /Рани-поле/ и се тачи за
нивите, които дават прехраната. От
този ден започва лятната половина
на стопанската година. Както по
Димитровден, се уреждат нови трудови
взаимоотношения. Разпускат се и
се наемат нови калфи, чираци, орачи,
овчари и слуги. Народната обредност,
съпътстваща месец май е свързана найвече с молебени и традиционни практики,
търсещи от небесните сили дъжд и влага,
така необходими за посевите. На 9 май,
Летен Никулден, в Западна България се
прави ритуално шествие, което обхожда
цялото селище за предпазване от суша,
градушки и наводнения. В различните
краища на България обичаят-молитва
за дъжд има различни наименования –
Пеперуда, Вайдудул, Росоманка, но носи
едно и също послание и се изпълнява в
един и същи период на годината между
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Великден и Гергьовден, на някои от
Великите четвъртъци, на Св.Еремия, на
Св.Атанас Летни, на Св.Никола Летни или
на Спасовден. Изпълнява се винаги когато
настъпи засушаване, застрашаващо
реколтата. Името на обичая идва от
„пеперудата“ – малко момиченце, което,
обикаляйки от къща на къща, заедно
с други девойчета, бива заливано от
стопанките със студена вода и чрез
плача и молбите си, чрез ритуалното си
танцуване и песен получава силата да
трогне и омилостиви небесните сили,
които пускат дъжда. В Северна България
съществува интересен обичай за
дъжд, наричан Герман (Джерман, Герман
градушкар), който се прави на 12 май,
Св.Герман. Моми и вдовици изработват
гола мъжка фигура от кал, с ясно очертан
голям полов орган. Този фалически символ
носи идеята за оплодителната сила на
мъжкото начало и за съвокуплението,
в резултата на което ще дойде
плодородието. Глинената кукла ритуално
се опява и погребва, като стриктно
се спазва истинската погребана
обредност. В Северозападна България
пък, когато наспъпи продългителна

суша се извършва друг много интересен
обичай – Гонене на змей. Голи млади мъже
излизат около полунощ, с тояги в ръце,
в пълно мълчание, обикалят селището,
мушкат всички скрити места, обръщат
свички гърнета и стомни, а след това
вдигайки голям шум се втурват по
ниви, градини и воденици, изгонвайки
„натрапника“ в „дън гори“. На 21 май,
Св. Св. Константин и Елена, в Странджа
планина се наблюдава един от найинтересните български обичай – игра
върху огън, наричана нестинарство.
„Прихванати“(изпаднали в транс) мъже
и жени, под съпровод на гайда и тъпан,
носейки иконата на Св.Константин,
танцуват с боси крака в жарава и
осъществяват контакт с отвъдното.
Говорят с мъртвите предци и правят
предсказания за болести, бедствия и
войни. Различен от традиционните ни
празници като начин на празнуване,
но имащ същата особено важна
осмисленост, на 24 май отбелязваме
Денят на буквите, писмеността и
културата ни и почитаме делото на
братята Кирил и Методий.
Автор: Анелия Овнарска - Милушева

Снимка: fakti.bg
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БЪЛГАРСКИ
СВЕТИНИ

Църквата „Свети Георги“ е българска
православна църква, разположена в
североизточната част на град Одрин, в
старата българска махала. Църквата
е подчинена на Одринската епархия
на Вселенската патриаршия. Заедно
с другата българска църква „Св. св.
Константин и Елена“ са единствените
две действащи църкви в епархията.
Основите на храма са положени на
23 април 1880 година и е изграден
още същата година.Построен е със
съдействието на тогавашния валия
на Одрин Рауф паша и с разрешението
на султан Абдул Хамид II. Реуф паша,
който е близък приятел на управляващия

екзархийската Одринска епархия епископ
Синесий Стовийски. Църквата е голяма
трикорабна базилика с висок, облицован
с дърво таван. Изградена е на площ от
320 m² в стил, характерен за късното
Българско възраждане.
След изселването на българското
население
от
Източна
Тракия,
Българската екзархия продължава да
поддържа епархията си в Одрин и до
1940 година църквата има български
свещеник. След това богослуженията
са извършвани от български свещеници
от Цариград. В края на XX век църквата
е поддържана доброволно от одринския
българин Филип Чъкърък. Синът
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му Александър Чъкърък завършва
Духовната семинария и Духовната
академия в София, след което в 2001
година е ръкоположен за свещеник от
митрополит Галактион Старозагорски
и в началото на 2003 година патриарх
Вартоломей I Константинополски му
разрешава да служи в Одрин.
През 2001 година в България е изготвен
проект за реставрацията на църквата.
След
получаване
на
официално
разрешение, на 12 септември 2003
година е склчен договор за реставрация с
местния архитект Али Ерол. Ремонтът
започва на 1 октомври 2003 година

и приключва на 30 април 2004 година
като са реставрирани иконостасът,
амвонът, владишкият трон и част от
иконите. Обновеният храм е открит
тържествено на 9 май 2004 година
в присъствието на множество и
турски официални лица и министърпредседателя на България Симеон
Сакскобургготски. На втория етаж
на напълно възстановената църква е
устроена малка етнографска сбирка.
А в дворът се намира и библиотека и
неделно училище за българските деца в
Одрин. На 6 -ти май църквата празнува
храмовия си празник. Ако отидете в
Один, намерете време и я посетете!
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Alphabet
Аа
Бб
Вв
Гг
Дд
Ее
Жж
Зз
Ии
Йй
Кк
Лл
Мм
Нн
Оо

Пп
Рр
Сс
Тт
Уу
Фф
Хх
Цц
Чч
Шш
Щщ
Ъъ
Ьь
Юю
Яя

a (as in cat)
b (as in bus)
v (as in very)
g (as in good)
d (as in dog)
e (as in egg)
zh (like’s‘ in leisure)
z

(as in zoo)

i

(as in instant)

y

(as in young)

k

(as in kick)

l

(as in love)

m (as in marry)
n

(as in no)

o

(as in hot)

p

(as in pot)

r

(as in red)

s

(as in sit)

t

(as in tree)

u

(as in yule)

f

(as in foot)

h

(like ’ch‘ in Bach)

ts (as in puts)
ch (as in check)
sh (as in shut)
sht (like ’shed‘ in pushed)
a

(like ’u‘ in but)

(consonant soften ing sign)
yu (like you)
ya (as in yank)

Months
January januari
February fevruari

April april

July

yuli

May may

August

avgust

March

June yuni

September septemvri

mart

oktomvri
October
November noemvri
December dekemvri

Week Days
Monday ponedelnik
Tuesday vtornik

Wednesday sryada
Thursday
chetvartak

Friday

petak

Saturday sabota
Sunday

nedelya

Numbers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

edno
dve
tri
chetiri
pet
shest
sedem
osem
devet
deset
edinadeset

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
31
42

dvanadeset
trinadeset
chetirinadeset
petnadeset
shestnadeset
sedemnadeset
osemnadeset
devetnadeset
dvadeset
trideset i edno
chetirideset i dve

53
64
75
86
97
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

petdeset i tri
shestdeset i chetiri
sedemdeset i pet
osemdeset i shest
devetdeset i sedem
sto
hilyada
deset hilyadi
sto hilyadi
edin milion
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BULGARIAN
Поздрави

SPOKEN
Pozdravi

ENGLISH
Greetings

Добро утро
Добър ден
Добър вечер
Здравейте
Как сте?
Добре
Аз съм добре
Благодаря
Извинявайте
Как се казвате?
Къде се намира...?

[Do’bro ‘utro]
[‘Dobar ‘den]
[‘Dobar ‘vecher]
[Zdra’veite]
[‘Kak ste?]
[Do’bre]
[‘Az sam do’bre]
[Blagoda’rya]
[Izvi’nyavaite]
[‘Kak se ‘kazvate?]
[Ka’de se na’mira]

Good morning
Good day
Good evening
Hallo
How are you?
Good
I’m all right
Thank you
Excuse me
What’s your name?
Where is ...?

Местоположение

Mestopolozhenie

... улица/булевард
... площад/паметник
... пощата/летището
... ресторант
... пазара/аптеката
... хотел
... гарата/автогарата
магазин
спирка
първата/втората
пресечка
... наляво
... надясно
... направо

[‘ulitsa/bule’vard ...]
[plosh’tad/’pametnik]
[‘poshtata/le’tishteto]
[resto’rant ...]
[pa’zara/ap’tekata]
[ho’tel ...]
[‘garata/’avto’garata]
[maga’zin]
[‘spirka]
[‘parvata/’vtorata
pre’sechka]
[na’lyavo]
[na’dyasno]
[na’pravo]

Пазаруване

Pazaruvane

Колко струва това?
Къде мога да купя?...
дрехи
обувки
храна
цигари
подаръци
евтино
скъпо

[‘Kolko ‘struva to’va?]
[Ka’de ‘moga da ‘kupya?]
[‘drehi]
[o’buvki]
[hra’na]
[tsi’gari]
[po’daratsi]
[‘evtino]
[‘skapo]

Храна и напитки

Hrana i napitki

Имате ли меню на
английски?
предястия
основни ястия
десерт
вегетариански
пиле
риба
свинско
телешко
картофи
ориз
kафе
чай
горещо
бира
бяло вино
червено вино
вода
Сметката, ако обичате.

[‘Imate li me’nyu na
ang’liiski?]
[pre’dyastiya]
[os’novni ‘yastiya]
[de’sert]
[vegeta’rianski]
[‘pile]
[‘riba]
[‘svinsko]
[‘teleshko]
[kar’tofi]
[o’riz]
[ka’fe]
[‘chai]
[go’reshto]
[‘bira]
[‘byalo ‘vino]
[cher’veno ‘vino]
[vo’da]
[‘Smetkata, a’ko o’bichate.]

Getting Around
...Street/Boulevard
... Square/Monument
... the post/the airport
... restaurant ...
... the market/pharmacy
... hotel ...
... the station/the bus station
shop
bus/tram stop
the first/second
intersection...
... on the left
... on the right
... straight ahead

Shopping
How much does this cost?
Where can I buy?...
clothes
shoes
food
cigarettes
presents
cheap
expensive

Eating & Drinking
Do you have a menu in
English?
starters
main courses
dessert
vegetarian
chicken
fish
pork
veal / beef
potatoes
rice
coffee
tea
hot (temp)
bier
white wine
red wine
water
Can we have the bill, please?
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Useful Numbers
Airline Companies
For flight information: www.sofia-airport.bg
Located 10 km (6 miles) east of the city centre,
the busy two-terminal airport is linked to the
most of the world capitals. The bright, modern
and smoke-free Sofia Airport has the capacity
to serve 2.5 million passengers. The new
“Terminal 2” building is designed with special
attention to disabled passengers. A large parking
lot is located in front of the old terminal building.
A new multi-level parking garage providing
820 parking spaces is linked to the departures
area of the new passenger terminal. The car
parks are open non-stop and parking fee is 2
to 3 leva per hour. Avoid taking airport taxis
other than “O.K. Supertrans”, which provides
services to the city centre for BGN 10/ Euro 5.
The regular N84 bus line covers the route Sofia
Airport–Sofia University. You can also get on
the subway. Sofia Metro Line 1 connects Sofia
Airport to many central locations and provides
many other connections through the city. If you
switch trains from Line 1 to Line 2 at Serdika
Metro Station, you can travel to the Sofia Central
Bus Station and Sofia Central Railway Station.
The metro system is working from 05.30 am
until the midnight hours on working days and
weekends/holidays. The metro station at Sofia
Airport is located in the eastern part of Terminal
2, for easy access follow the blue marking lines
on the floor at the public area at the Terminal 2.
If your flight arrives at Terminal 1 you can take
the free-of-charge shuffle bus between the two
terminal buildings.

Car Rentals

53, Nikola Vaptsarov (map back)
& 02 439 02 22/ 23
fax: 02 439 12 25
e-mail: office@hertz.bg
Sofia Airport: & 029 459 217

CENTRAL BUS STATION
100, Knyaginya Maria Luiza Blvd. (map C0)
& 0900 21 000
www.centralnaavtogara.bg

Diplomatic Missions
Austria
4, Shipka Str. - & 02 932 90 32
www.bmeia.gv.at/botschaft/sofia
Canadian Honorary Consulate
7, Pozitano Str. - & 02 969 97 10
e-mail: general@canada-bg.org
France
29, Oborishte Str. - & 02 965 1100
presse.sofia.amba@gmail.com
onsulat.sofia-amba@diplomatie.gouv.fr
Germany
25, Fr. Joliot-Curie Str. - & 02 918 38 00
www.sofia.diplo.de
Italy
2, Shipka Str. - & 359 2 921 73 00
ambasciata.sofia@esteri.it
Japan
14, Lyuliakova gradina Str. - &+359 971-2708
emb-jp-bg@sf.mofa.go.jp
Mon.-Fri.08:30 -12:30 ;13:30- 17:15

& 02 402 04 00
e-mail: callFB@air.bg
For sales and reservations:
& 02 402 04 05, 02 402 04 06
e-mail: tickets@air.bg
Internet reservation: 02 402 04 61
e-mail: online@air.bg
www.air.bg

Info Center

Underpass of St. Kliment Ohridski University of
Sofia and Metrostation St. Kliment Ohridski
Open: Mon - Fri 9.30 - 18.00 (winter)
& 02 491 83 44/ 45

Netherlands
15, Oborishte Str. - & 02 816 03 00
www.netherlandsembassy.bg
Russia
33, Dragan Tsankov Blvd. &+359 2 963 09 14
info@russia.bg
www.russia.bg
Emergency: +3592 963 44 58
Spain
27, Sheinovo Str. & +359 2 943 35 40
embespbg@mail.mae.es
Switzerland
33, Chipka Str. &+359 2 942 01 00
sof.vertretung@eda.admin.ch
www.eda.admin.ch/sofia
United States of America
16, Kozyak Str. - & 02 937 51 00
www.usembassy.bg

Useful Numbers
Medical Services

TOKUDA HOSPITAL
24 Hours Emergency Response
In-patient and out-patient Services
36 Clinics and Departments
Logistical support
51B “Nikola I. Vaptsarov” Blvd.
entrance from “At. Dukov” Str.
Call center: 02/ 403 4000
Emergency: 02/ 403 4112
tokuda.info@acibademcityclinic.bg
CARDIOVASCULAR CENTER
INFORMATION AND APPOINTMENT
& 0700 13 127
registration@acibademcityclinic.bg
127 Okolovrasten pat Street
CANCER CENTER
INFORMATION AND APPOINTMENT
& 0700 13 127
onco@acibademcityclinic.bg
66A, Tsarigradsko shose Blvd.

Cleaning companies
I Care
Contacts: Sofia, Plovdiv
info@icare.bg
& +359 884 64 44 44
& +359 2 441 44 44
icare.bg
You are flexible to choose the time period,
within which you would like to be visited by our
housemaid. Every visit of your package could
be different day and time in every week. Our
well trained assistants work by unified way
of work, following our company policy. Our
Quality Control Manager are responsible for
housemaid’s good performance. You can order
fast and easily Online via computer or mobile
phone. For any further questions, do not hesitate
to contact us by phone or Email.

& 0878 911 360 english available
Mon-Fri 9:00-18:00
domestina.bg
info@domestina.bg
If you need daily help in the household, we can
find and train the right housemaid for you. You
set the terms, obligations and working hours.
Payment is made directly to the contractor
without the involvement of Domestina.

Postal Services
MHATEM “N.I.Pirogov”
Emergency : 02/ 915 44 11
1606 Sofia, 21, Totleben Blvd
diagnostics, therapy, education and training,
scientific research, methodology, emergency
help. The Embassy the country you came from may
be able to refer you to a doctor who speaks your
language. The Accident and Emergency Hospital for
Sofia is the Pirogov hospital at 21, Gen. Totleben Blvd.

Central post station
6, Gen. Y.V. Gurko Str. (7.00h - 20.30h)
Main postal rates: small letters - 0.60lv. (For BG)
Package (parcels) 0-1kg - 2.15lv. (For BG),
23.70 - 46.90lv.(for EU) to 5kg - 3lv.(For
BG), 43.20-179.90lv.(For EU).

Railway
Central Railway Station
Knyaginya Maria Luiza Blvd. (map C0)
& 02 931 11 11, 02 932 33 33

www.bdz.bg

Taxi
“SHEYNOVO - 75 years of traditions, high
professionalism and most contemporary and
sophisticated medical technologies”
19, Sheynovo str.
tel. +3592 965 94 81
+3592 965 94 82
e-mail:hospital@sheynovo-ag.eu

All legal and registered taxi cabs must be
yellow and operated by meter. Rates per km
are between 0.79 – 0.96 leva. Any starting
and call-out charges must be displayed on
the back side windows according to the law.

EMERGENCY NUMBER - 112
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